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ABSTRACT

Learning styles, as well as the best ways of responding with corresponding instructional strategies, have been intensively studied in the classical educational (classroom) setting. There is much less research of application of learning styles in the new educational space, created by the Web. Moreover, authoring applications are scarce, and they do not provide explicit choices and creation of instructional strategies for specific learning styles. The main objective of the research described in this paper is to provide the authors with a tool which will allow them to incorporate different learning styles in their adaptive educational hypermedia applications. In this way, we are creating a semantically significant interface between classical learning styles and instructional strategies and the modern field of adaptive educational hypermedia.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1 [Information Systems] Models and Principles; I.2.4 [Artificial Intelligence]: Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods; H.5.4 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia - architectures, navigation, theory, user issues; E.1 [Data]: Data Structures - distributed data structures, graphs and networks; K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in Education - distance learning,

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Standardization, Theory.

Keywords
Learning styles, user modeling, adaptive hypermedia, authoring of adaptive hypermedia.

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive hypermedia tries to deal with the fact that the users are individuals. Most adaptive educational systems take into account learner features like goals/tasks, knowledge, background, hyperspace experience, preferences and interests [4].

However, less attention has been paid in adaptive hypermedia to the fact that people have different approaches to learning, namely that the individuals perceive and process information in very different ways. Recent researches [2][15][18][22] are trying to alleviate this and integrate learning styles in the design of their adaptive applications. Nevertheless, this is not an easy process. One of the difficulties in designing hypermedia software that incorporates learning styles is their actual representation in such an environment. The literature reveals that there have been very few studies, which have set out specifically to investigate the relationship between learning styles and hypermedia applications, especially adaptive versions.

From our point of view it is more interesting to let authors decide themselves which is the most appropriate learning style for their learner, and either select this particular learning style, or create it from scratch. Therefore, we don’t advocate one particular learning style or another, but we are trying to create enough flexibility to make it possible for authors to design as many variations of learning styles as they like.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe background research and show what – to our knowledge - has been done so far in the direction of connecting adaptive hypermedia with learning styles. Section 3 is dedicated to study the different aspects of incorporating learning styles in AHA!, a mature adaptive hypermedia architecture [1][12]. Section 4 describes how the same and similar learning styles can be defined in MOT, an authoring tool for adaptive hypermedia [19]. Section 5 shows how the connection between MOT and AHA! can be made, via specific transformations. Finally, section 6 discusses the benefits and original points of our research and draws some conclusions.

2. POSSIBLE ADAPTATION TO LEARNING STYLES IN HYPERMEDIA ENVIRONMENTS

Currently several systems providing adaptation to users’ learning styles have been created [11] [26] [25] [24] [20]. Most of the adaptive educational systems which incorporate learning styles are based on the notion that matching the learning strategies with the
learning styles improves learners’ performance. Table 1 presents some of the existing systems and the learning styles they implement.

**Table 1. Learning styles incorporated into adaptive systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Learning style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTHUR [15]</td>
<td>visual-interactive, auditory-lecture and text styles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iWeaver [26]</td>
<td>auditory, visual, kinaesthetic, impulsive, reflective, global, analytical styles of Dunn and Dunn learning style model [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC-ES [25]</td>
<td>field-dependent (FD) and field-independent (FI) style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSAS [2]</td>
<td>global-sequential dimension of the Felder-Silverman learning styles model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANIC [24]</td>
<td>applies preferences for graphic versus textual information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangow [20]</td>
<td>sensing-intuitive dimension from the Felder-Silverman learning style model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Briefly, the kinds of adaptation provided by the systems are as follows.

In ARTHUR, iWeaver, CS388 and MANIC the adaptation is achieved by providing different media representations for each learner. ARTHUR and iWeaver are very similar in choice of learning style representation. **Auditory** representation is achieved using sounds and streaming audio. To appeal to **visual** and **kinesthetic** learners puzzles, animations, drag and drop examples and riddles are used. CS388 uses different types of media such as graphs, movies, text, slideshows. Similarly, MANIC uses graphic and textual information.

AEC-ES provides **field-dependent** learners with navigational support tools, such as concept map, graphic path indicator, advanced organizer, in order to help them organize the structure of the knowledge domain. The system guides them through the learning material via adaptive navigation support. **Field-independent** learners are provided with a learner control option - for them, the system shows a menu from which they can proceed with the course in any order. Learners can switch between different instructional strategies (designed for FD and FI learners).

In LSAS (Learning Styles Adaptive System) the **sequential** learners are provided with advanced organizers, maximum instruction and feedback, and more structured lessons. Symmetrically, **global** learners are guided via overviews and summaries of lessons. In the more recent Tangow and INSPIRE systems, adaptation lies in presenting a different sequence of alternative contents of the concepts. Concepts can be represented by ‘example’, ‘activity’, ‘theory’, ‘exercise’ in INSPIRE and by ‘example’, ‘exposition’ in Tangow. For example, for **Reflectors** in INSPIRE and **Sensing** users in Tangow the instructional strategy is **example-oriented**, meaning that the learners are presented with the example first and only afterwards with the other representations of the concept.

INSPIRE, as well as LSAS and AEC-ES, uses adaptive navigational support techniques with link annotation.

This review shows that different systems provide adaptation to learning styles in terms of content adaptation, navigation paths or usage of multiple navigational tools. However the choice of learning styles seems to be limited based on the suitable technology. Also, most of the presented systems, except iWeaver and MANIC, assess the learning styles through **psychometric questionnaires**. The disadvantage of this approach is that the learners are classified into stereotypical groups and the assumptions about their learning styles are not updated during the following interaction with the system. In the following we show how we try to avoid some of these limitations in AHA! and MOT.

Moreover, in this paper, we are looking, beside some classical approaches, also at some learning styles that are less treated in the literature, mainly because their representation and interpretation is considered more difficult, such as the learning styles proposed by Kolb [17] and extended by Honey and Mumford [16] as depicted in Figure 1. These styles will be discussed in more details when trying to implement them in AHA! and MOT respectively.

In the following, we describe various learning style implementation in AHA! and MOT.

**3. HOW TO PERFORM ADAPTATION TO USERS LEARNING STYLES IN AHA!**

**3.1 Selected Learning Styles for AHA!**

The review of existing systems shows that they provide adaptation to a selected learning or cognitive style. In many cases adaptation to learning styles assumes providing learners with different presentations of the learning material (example, theory, exercise, activity or image vs. text), by different type of media (audio, video). In all these cases the concept should be presented to the learner from various perspectives depending on his/her preferences and on the progress while working with the application. Therefore, in these cases, the main issue is presenting the aspects of a concept in different order. In AHA! this can be realized by using the similarity of relationships between a concept and its representations (which can be also defined as concepts). In the following subsection we show how this can be done by defining the ‘illustrates’ relationship in the AHA! authoring tool ‘Graph Author’ [12]. This tool provides the authors with several typical relationships that occur in educational settings, like prerequisites or knowledge propagation. Moreover, by using the ‘Graph Author’, authors can define new concept relationships which they want to apply in their applications. These relationships will be automatically translated to the low-level adaptation rules used by the AHA! engine.

AHA! does not force the designer to create adaptive applications that will provide adaptation to a learning style selected by the authors of the system. With AHA! the authors have more
flexibility in choosing a learning style and associating their own instructional strategies with it.

For their adaptive applications the authors may want to take into account various learning styles together; for example, the learning styles of the Honey and Mumford model, and the holist vs. serialist style. In that case different relationships can be defined between the same concepts. The ‘Graph Author’ can combine these relationships into correct AHA! adaptation rules that express the meaning of all the given rules.

3.2 Associating an Instructional Strategy with the Selected Learning Style

Assume the author wants to create an adaptive application ‘Learning the Java Programming Language’. He may want to make a distinction between example-oriented (Reflectors) and activity-oriented learners (Activists). According to Honey and Mumford’s learning model [16], Reflectors are people who tend to collect and analyze data before taking an action. Activists are more motivated by experimentation and attracted by challenge.

The example-oriented learner may prefer to try a ready-made example first, then read the explanations. Only afterwards the learner can proceed to try building his/her own applet, similar to the one given in the example. Alternatively, the learner may be allowed to edit a given example and see how it works with the changes made.

The activity-oriented learner should be suggested first to try to create his own applet, compile and run it. Then he may have a look at a working example and compare it with the applet he/she created.

This kind of instructional strategy can be implemented in AHA!, by adding some special relationships, as follows. Some concepts of the application can be presented from different perspectives. For example, the concept ‘WritingApplets’ can be represented by an example applet, explanation of how the applet should be created or by the task of writing an applet. Figure 2 presents the ‘Graph Author’ interface that allows creating these alternatives; the domain concepts hierarchy is in the left frame, and specifying the behavior of the ‘WritingApplets’ concept is depicted in the right. The concept ‘WritingApplets’ can be represented by 3 concepts: ‘AppletActivity’, ‘AppletExample’ and ‘AppletExplanation’.

The author may add, e.g., a new concept relationship type, ‘illustrates’. This type is a variant of the prerequisite and propagation relationships.

It is important to note that this newly created relationship type can be reused by other authors for their own adaptive applications.

The existing concept relationships use the values of the attributes of the domain concepts. The new concept relationship ‘illustrates’ needs specific information about the learners, namely, information about the learning style.

This information about the learner is stored in the so-called concept ‘personal’, which is created when the learner first logs into the system. The values of the attributes of this concept, like name, login, password are initialized through the registration form. The author may add arbitrary attributes to the concepts of the domain model as well as to concept ‘personal’. In this way, the author can specify attributes which reflect the learner’s style. In our example the author may use an attribute ‘ActivistReflector’, which can have values ‘Activist’, ‘Reflector’ or ‘none’ (if the learner can not be categorized as ‘Activist’ or ‘Reflector’).

Figure 2. Specifying the behavior of the ‘WritingApplets’ concept.

The templates for concept relationships can use two variations (called ‘source’ and ‘destination’ or ‘parent’ and ‘child’), as well as attributes of fixed, named concepts.

In our example, ‘AppletActivity’, ‘AppletExample’ and ‘AppletExplanation’ are source concepts. ‘WritingApplets’ is a destination concept. The ‘illustrates’ relationships can have a value associated with it. It reflects how the source concept represents the destination concept – ‘by activity’, ‘by example’, ‘by explanation’ and so on (for some other examples, by image/text or by audio/video). Destination concepts which can have different representations should have an attribute which reflects which of the ‘representations’ have been accessed. Therefore the author may specify that the ‘WritingApplets’ concept has ‘activity’ and ‘example’ attributes of Boolean type. When the learner accesses one of the source concepts and the concept is desirable, then the corresponding attribute of the destination concept is set to ‘true’.

We can specify a general condition which describes under which circumstances each of the concepts becomes desirable. This condition is divided into six parts presented below, which are connected by ‘OR’ relationships (Table 2).

For the presentation this means that if the learner is ‘Reflector’ and he starts reading a page associated with a concept ‘WritingApplets’ he sees links to ‘AppletActivity’, ‘AppletExample’ and ‘AppletExplanation’ pages.

Links in AHA! can have 3 different colors indicating the desirability of the link. Links to ‘AppletExample’ and ‘AppletExplanation’ will be shown in blue (desirable) and to ‘AppletActivity’ in black color or in the color of the rest of the text (as it is not desirable). After the learner looks at the example, the link to ‘AppletExample’ becomes purple, meaning the concept is desirable but already read. Meanwhile, a link to ‘AppletActivity’ becomes blue as a prerequisite condition.
Table 2. Honey and Mumford learning styles for AHA!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>personal.ActivistReflector == &quot;none&quot; &amp; &amp; source.representation == &quot;activity&quot;</td>
<td>for the learner who is not categorized as 'Reflector' or 'Activist' all the concepts are presented as desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source.representation == &quot;explanation&quot;</td>
<td>the explanation concepts are desirable for different learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal.ActivistReflector == &quot;Reflector&quot; &amp; &amp; source.representation == &quot;example&quot;</td>
<td>if the learner is 'Reflector' then the 'example' concepts are desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal.ActivistReflector == &quot;Reflector&quot; &amp; &amp; destination.example &amp; &amp; source.representation == &quot;activity&quot;</td>
<td>if the learner is 'Reflector' the 'activity' concept becomes desirable after he read the 'example' concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal.ActivistReflector == &quot;Activist&quot; &amp; &amp; source.representation == &quot;activity&quot;</td>
<td>if the learner is 'Activist' then the 'activity' concepts are desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal.ActivistReflector == &quot;Activist&quot; &amp; &amp; destination.activity &amp; &amp; source.representation == &quot;example&quot;</td>
<td>if the learner is 'Activist' the 'example' concept becomes desirable after he read the 'activity' concept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AHA! allows to produce different versions of the pages by including different embedded objects. By 'object' we mean a piece of information which exists in pages or other objects. The XHTML pages use the 'object' tag to indicate where conditionally included objects should be placed. The author defines the behavior of an object in a concept, which he links to that object. This concept describes under which conditions, which base-object is included into the page. A base object is a well-formed document that can include other objects. Assume that a page describing the activity has a link to an example. The author may want to insert a text block before the link. Under various conditions, different texts can be put before the link. In case the learner is an 'Activist' and he starts an experiment, the text block should be: ‘You may follow this link to see an example’. Or if the learner is a 'Reflector', and he already saw an example and starts with an activity, the text block should say: ‘You may return back to the previously visited example’. The author may define an object 'TextBlock' which includes into the XHTML page, associated with the 'AppletActivity' concept: <object name="JavaTutorial.TextBlock" type="aha/text" />

The 'aha/text' type tells the AHA! engine that 'JavaTutorial.TextBlock' is a conditionally included object (concept).

Various presentations of the concept can be defined in the same way as in the above example of including a text block. Instead of defining these representations as concepts, an alternative solution is for the author to define an object concept 'WritingAppletsRepresentation', and include this object into a page associated with the 'WritingApplets' concept. Then, for the 'Activist' the page will be presented starting with a description of an activity, followed by the links to an explanation and example, and vice versa for the 'Reflector'. However, the links that will appear in this alternative presentation (pointing to an example and explanation) will not be shown as desirable or not (so no color scheme will be applied), as there are no concepts associated with them.

3.3 Assessing Learning Styles in AHA!

The majority of the existing systems assesses learners’ learning styles through psychometric questionnaires, which classify them into stereotypical groups. Afterwards, during the actual learning, the assumptions about the learner’s style are not updated.

AHA! currently does not provide any questionnaires for assessing learning styles. If the learner knows what his/her learning style is he/she can manually state it through the registration form (Figure 3). Learning preferences can be also specified based on the general description of instructional strategies designed for various learning styles. This description should be provided by the author of an application.

AHA! can provide a mechanism for inferring the learner's preferences (patterns) corresponding to particular learning styles. Based on the learner's browsing behavior the system can make assumptions about preferences, for example, for reading order or different types of media. However we do not claim that by using AHA! we can assess the learning styles which are more general than just preferences.

In the transition template for a concept relationship, the author may specify the actions which are performed when the learner accesses a page associated with a concept (like the probability that the learner has a particular preference increases or decreases). If the learner specified his/her learning style/preference through a registration form and accesses the recommended concept, then the system’s confidence that learner defined his/her learning style correctly increases. Otherwise, if the learner accesses non-desirable concepts, this confidence decreases. In case it becomes lower than some threshold value (may be defined by the author) the system may ask the learner if he/she wants to change to an instructional strategy which corresponds to another learning style.

If the learner didn’t specify any preferences through the registration form, then the system may trace the order in which
concepts’ representations are accessed, thereby increasing or decreasing the confidence that the learner has a particular preference. In this case, when the system reaches some threshold value (also defined by the author) the system may inform the learner that his/her browsing behavior indicates a preference which corresponds to a particular learning style and he/she may switch to an instructional strategy which corresponds to that style.

If the learner is not satisfied with an instructional strategy he/she can always inspect the user model and make necessary corrections. AHA! provides a special tool that allows authors to create forms to let the learners change values of attributes of concepts in their user model. It is thus possible to create a form that lets learner to change their ‘ActivistReflector’ values (Figure 3).

4. DESIGNING LEARNING STYLES IN MOT

4.1 Selection of Learning Style Elements

In the previous sections we have seen how the actual instantiations of learning styles – translated into their respective teaching strategies – can be represented. AHA! allows a lot of freedom of expression, so basically anything is possible to represent. Moreover, the old, purely XML tagging authoring language has been replaced with frame tools, which are now-a-days advocated as being the most progressing form of adaptive hypermedia authoring [5].

However, the main problem with the strategies defined in AHA! is that they are instances, so they are bound to their conceptual representation. If the same strategy has to be applied again on a different domain or concept map, it has to be generated again from scratch, and no reuse is possible (with the exception of the new link types).

In [10] we have introduced the basis of an adaptation language, which tries to identify and represent the repetitive patterns that appear in adaptive hypermedia, not in terms of concept representation, but in terms of (adaptive) concept use. This language allows the usage of general concepts as well as concept instances. More importantly, for the purpose of the current paper, it allows to create adaptive strategies written in this adaptation language. This language is implemented as one of the newer components of MOT [19], an online environment designed for adaptive hypermedia authoring. In the following, we will analyze how the learning styles previously described and interpreted for AHA! can be expressed in MOT.

First let’s look at the two major ingredients of the learning styles: providing different learners with different presentations of the learning material (such as explanations, theory, exercises, etc.), and providing different learners with different ordering of the material. Figure 4 shows how these different presentations are authored in MOT. The left frame represents the hierarchy of concepts created within the concept map entitled ‘Concept map for adaptive systems’; the right frame shows the different possible presentations of a specific concept, called ‘Brainstorming phase’. If we would be the creator (and not ‘olivier’) we would also see in the left frame a button called ‘add attribute’ which would allow us to add an unlimited number of other different attributes.
These attributes can be in concordance with a given learning standard (such as SCORM [23], LOM [21], etc.).

These attributes are the meta-data that can be used in various interpretations of the learning contents, as specified by different learning strategies, as we shall see.

Ordering does not happen in MOT at the level of the concept maps as in Figure 4. This is due to the fact that ordering has something to do with the goal of the presentation, with the audience we are aiming at. MOT therefore allows a different layer for the type of relations between concepts that are inherent to the presentation. This layer is called in MOT the ‘lesson’ layer. Figure 5 shows an instance of the lesson layer in MOT. The validity of the introduction of this extra layer has already been proven by testing with students [7].

As can be seen in Figure 5, the ingredients of the lesson layer are the same as the ones in the concept layer. Actually, the lesson layer is a restricted, constrained version of the concept layer. The type of restriction applied has something to do with the type of presentation desired – so can come as an answer to the requirement of a specific learning style. It is easy to see that restrictions can imply selecting only attributes of a specific type, such as only explanations or only exercises.

4.2 Associating Instructional Strategies with Selected Learning Styles in MOT

Here we will look at the combined effects of the learning characteristics analyzed for AHA!. In other words, we look at the combination of reflector and concrete tendencies, which together generate, as the cognitive science literature [17] tells us, the cognitive style diverger. Similarly, combining abstract and active tendencies generates the opposite, i.e., converger.

Here the major difference to the AHA! approach becomes clear: the definition of adaptive strategies corresponding to instructional strategies is enabled in MOT for generic concepts, and the same strategy can, in principle, be applied over different concept maps or lessons as described in the previous subsection. The MOT approach is inspired by the author-push, while the AHA! approach is inspired by the adaptation engine pull. In other words, MOT tries to realize what authors supposedly desire from an authoring tool, while AHA! tries to implement what is possible given the limitations of the adaptive hypermedia engine. Obviously, these two approaches are not totally independent of each other, and they both have to influence a final adaptive hypermedia authoring product.

For MOT, the author can, in principle, just select an adaptive strategy corresponding to an instructional strategy created by a different author, and apply it to an arbitrary concept map or lesson map. The author might not have created any of these two pieces, but still can use them in his/her class. This represents high-level adaptive hypermedia authoring. On a lower level, the author might have created a lesson, based on different concept maps, or even just one concept map – but still can select some strategy from a given list of existing ones. Only when having the urge to create his/her own adaptive strategies does an author in MOT need to specify the defining elements of this strategy. The result of the creation, however, can be reused by others.

In the following, we show how these instructional strategies can be written in MOT. We selected for exemplification two of the Kolb learning styles [16], diverger and converger. In MOT, instructional strategies corresponding to learning styles can be authored via a frame authoring tool [5]. First, the description of the strategy can be specified, as in Figure 6. The figure shows the description of the strategy for diverger.

![Figure 6. Defining the description of the generic strategy for diverger in MOT.](image)

This particular version of the expression of the adaptive behavior for the learning style diverger in Figure 7 has been first proposed in [10]. The written adaptive strategy just uses ‘generalize’ to send the learner to more general (and easier) concepts, if the results (on some test, for instance) were poor, and, on the contrary, uses ‘specialize’, if the results were good (see also Figure 14). Moreover, the adaptive strategy takes into consideration the tendency of the learner to diverge, so keeps him/her on track by keeping at all times a high level of adaptivity (i.e., the learner’s choices are reduced, the system takes most of the decisions and there are none - or very few - user-tunable
parameters in the user model). Adaptivity level (UM.Concept.AdaptLevel, Figure 7) can be slightly tuned, so that learners with good progress get more flexibility, and vice-versa. Please note that all the attribute values used in the example in Figure 7 are generic, i.e., they are not yet overlaid over an existing concept map (as in Figure 4). This means that they can be applied on any concept (or lesson) map that has the elements which are required by that specific instructional strategy.

In this way, in MOT, more complex behavior can be specified for the desired adaptive strategy, than just via a one or two attributes check such as in AHA!. It is not that it is impossible to represent more complex behavior in AHA! – it is however unrealistic to think that an author would be able to keep track of all the complex interactions of the created behavior. Unless things are kept simple, errors are hard to avoid.

An example from the other corner of the Kolb diagram (Figure 1) is the converger behavior. Figure 8 shows the description creation for this strategy and Figure 9 its implementation in MOT.

4.3 Assessing Learning Styles with MOT

Here, just a few words need to be mentioned to make the MOT-AHA! parallel about the possibility of assessing of learning styles. The adaptation language in MOT was written to serve for the description of various adaptive behaviors. We expected, as mentioned in the previous sub-section, that some authors would want to create these adaptive strategies, while others would be content with just using them. It is therefore possible to determine the entry point for the application of one strategy or another via traditional questionnaires. However, the scope of the adaptive strategies written with MOT is not, as said, limited to implementation of instructional strategies corresponding to specific learning styles. We could envision a possible adaptive strategy that just monitors the browsing behavior of a learner, changing as a result some user model variables that define the user’s preferred learning style, for instance.

Moreover, the MOT environment also has another interesting feature that can be exploited for the same purpose: MOT allows the extension of the adaptation language with new adaptive procedures. The definition of these procedures is very much the same as that of adaptive strategies, with the exception of the fact that procedures can be embedded into adaptive strategies. In other words, adaptive procedures should work the same way as other adaptation language constructs (Figure 10, 11).
‘simple’ specialize adaptation language construct (specialize if enough conditions are fulfilled). Figure 11 exemplifies using (i.e., calling) the newly created adaptive procedure.

Here we only show this to illustrate that the same mechanism between adaptive strategies and adaptive procedures can be used to combine monitoring strategies with instructional strategies: an adaptive monitoring strategy can call one or more instructional strategies, transformed into instructional procedures. The monitoring strategy can make the selection between the instructional strategies with respect to some change in user model variables suggesting an increased inclination towards one or another learning style.

5. MOT TO AHA! TRANSFORMATION

Some first attempts to analyze the translation of MOT into AHA! have been done in [8]. The main problem is that MOT can define behavior both at instance and at a more general level. The instance level can be, in principle, easily translated into AHA!. The general level has to be interpreted before it can become AHA! adaptation engine material.

As already briefly discussed in [8], there are many different layers to take into consideration when doing this translation. Here we only discuss the translation of the mentioned layers, concentrating on the adaptation strategy translation.

The concept maps, such as in Figure 4, represent instances, so are easier to translate. Such a translation implies creating an XHTML (basic) resource file for every attribute in MOT.

Unlike in [8], where we were discussing the translation into AHA! 2.0, the translation of full concepts into AHA! 3.0 implies less duplications and copying of basic resources, as it allows composing of different sequences from basic resources via a new construct called ‘objects’, as also used in section 3. This new structure is closer to the MOT representation. The main idea is that the MOT grouping of attributes (as different aspects of a concept that should appear when certain instructional strategies are triggered) can be translated into another set of XHTML files, that contain lists of ‘objects’, pointing to the first set of created XHTML files (as shown in Figure 12). The actual conditions that determine which (or how many) of the alternatives are really shown to the student are written in AHA! rules during translation from the adaptive strategies, as shall be seen later.

Beside these obvious, content-related translations, also some translations based on the internal structure in MOT and AHA! have to be performed, such as Name and Id translations. This may sound all a little bit technical and complicated, but it is only the easier part of the translation.

Translating adaptive strategies, especially generic instructional strategies, of the type that can be reused, is the most difficult task. For instance, a test on a value of a generic attribute will have to be added to each and every concept in the translated AHA! concept map. There is also a positive side of this – it is a proof of the compression power of a generic adaptive rule, which can imply great numbers of instance adaptive rules. In particular, the translation of an adaptive strategy affects the action, assignment and attribute tables of the AHA! database the selected concept map is placed in.

Each generic adaptation language construct in the adaptation strategy has to be translated into a number of IF-THEN rules for AHA!, and then applied to all concepts in a given AHA! concept database. To illustrate this process, as well as the problems that can occur during it, we select a very education-oriented construct from MOT, specialize (and its counter-part, generalize; see Figure 14) and discuss the translation. These constructs use the tree structure (of both conceptual and lesson layers) in order to go up and down the tree, respectively [10].

The way we would want the translation of:

\[
\text{SPECIALIZE}(\text{condition})
\]

is:

\[
\text{If condition Then show child(current_concept)}
\]
This could only be implemented as such in AHA! if the children of each concept would appear as objects included into a page associated with that concept. This doesn’t make sense if we want to represent more than one hierarchical level, or if these concepts have been already translated into independent AHA! concepts, as described above.

So, an alternative, quite curious solution has to be found. Each (child) concept in the new AHA! concept map has to be attached a rule specifying that it is ready to be used if the condition is satisfied and the father concept has been accessed. That means, for the child concept C1.1 in Figure 14, the behavior in Figure 15 has to be attached. The opposite has to happen in order to generate the generalize relation.

This is only an example of one adaptation language construct. As can be seen in Figures 7, 8, adaptive strategies, or adaptive procedures (Figure 10) can contain many more such constructs. The translation is done from the authoring interface via a frame window, as shown in Figure 6. The information contained in one adaptive strategy has to be distributed over several concept behavior descriptions in AHA!. The actual translation is done into MySQL database tables, but we have shown the XML translation in Figure 15 because of ease of reading. Moreover, AHA! provides a very handy functionality of translating in both directions between the MySQL version of the concept behavior and the XML version.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented two different views upon introducing learning styles in adaptive hypermedia systems: the adaptive hypermedia engine pull and the adaptive hypermedia author push. To illustrate these two views, we exemplified them with two systems: AHA!, a well-known adaptive hypermedia system [1], with its Graph Author tool, and MOT, a high-level adaptive hypermedia authoring system [19].

We believe that it is important to study these two perspectives, as the one tells us what authors might want to see their educational adaptive hypermedia do, whereas the other one tells us what such systems can do at present.

Another complementarity these two systems show is given by the type of authoring they allow: the schema level authoring, as in MOT, and the instance level authoring, as in AHA! (possible also in MOT but not shown in this paper).

It is interesting to address authoring at the different levels, the schema as well as the instance level, as authors themselves have different goals and understanding levels [10]. Some authors may prefer to make all the necessary specifications by hand, which gives them full control over the adaptation, whereas others may want to give higher level specifications, leaving the system to perform the rest for them automatically.

The paper also showed that the distinction only exists in the authoring tools. Structures authored with AHA!‘s Graph Author or with MOT can both be translated to concept structures and adaptation rules used by the AHA! engine, or to other adaptive engines. (In the ADAPT project a compiler from MOT to WHURLE [3] is being developed for instance.)

As we are no psychologists, we do not recommend any particular instructional strategy for a particular learning style. We only can implement various instructional strategies as specified by the cognitive science literature and provide authors with tools that

3 Curious because it works in a different direction than the original specialize relation.
allow them to define adaptive strategies and specify which instructional strategies should correspond to which learning style. From the end-user side perspective, we assume that it is always important to provide them with different teaching strategies while using an application. So an option for them is to try different ones and select the one which corresponds better for them. However, an unresolved issue is how to ensure that the transition between learning styles or teaching strategies is smooth, i.e. that the learner continually feels at ease with the way that both previously visited and new material is presented (using the new style).
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